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CATEGORIES 

ROCKSTAR
If you are new to pole dance, this is the category for you. It is not expected that you execute 
tricks that are upside-down or that you use the entire height of the pole. It will be judged up to 
entirely basic inversions. Tricks at a higher level will not be judged as part of the routine. 

Examples of trick that will be judged: 
Inverted V/Chopper, Crusifix, Inside and Outside leghang, Butterfly. 

Examples of tricks that will NOT be judged: 
Jade, Allegra, Extented Butterfly etc. 

Who can apply: All students at beginner/intermediate level. 

Who cannot apply: More advanced pole dancers. Instructors or others making money of pole. If 
you have won an amateur competition previously. 

SHOOTING STAR 
If you have been training pole for a little while and are starting to get comfortable with being up-
side-down, this category is for you. In this category, you are expected to use more of the height 
of the pole, and demonstrate a varied routine. Advanced level tricks will not be judged as part of 
your routine. 

Examples of trick that will be judged: 
Crusifix, Inside and Outside leghang, Butterfly, Jade, Allegra, Extended Butterfly, Shouldermount. 

Expamples of tricks will NOT be judged: 
Handspring, Iron X, Russian Split, Bird of Paradise and other trick at the same level. 

Who can apply: All students at intermediate level. Instructors on a lower level (instructors for 
bachelorette parties, introduction courses and so on). 

Who cannot apply: Advanced pole dancers who have previously won or placed in a competition 
on a semi-professional level. Professional poleartists/athletes. 
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STARFISH 

If you have worked up a good knowledge of pole but are not used to competing or are not a pro-
fessional poleartist/athlete, this is the category for you. All tricks you perform will be judged and 
it is expected that your use the entire height of the pole, and demonstrate a varied routine. 

Who can apply: 
All students at an advanced level. Instructors on intermediate levels (instructors for intermediate 
courses etc.). 

Who cannot apply: Pole dancers who have previously competed on a professional or elite level. 
Professional poleartists/athletes.

If you have competed or placed in a national competition but feel that you do not belong in the 
professional or elite category, you may apply with an explanation for your assessment of your 
level. We wish to give all pole dancers who are not professional pole artists/athletes a chance to 
compete in this competition and we will make an assessment based on video application, knowl-
edge of the applicant and explanation. 

Applicants who, according our opining, applies in the wrong category, will be moved to a more 
appropriate category. The assessment will be based on the application video, knowledge of the 
pole dancer, and other material online. 

There are 30 spots in the competition. The number of contestants per category will depend on 
the total number of applicants in the different categories. 


